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1 Psalter, for the use of Ghent. Manuscript on vellum, illuminated in the workshop of the Franciscan Master of Bruges. Flanders, Bruges,
c. 1255-1260. 158 x 106 mm. 174 ff. 11 historiated initials, 10 calendar illustrations, 5 (of 6) full-page miniatures. This fine Book of Psalms opens
with a remarkable and harmonious double representation of St. Francis and St. Clare, both preaching to birds in a tree. The manuscript’s origin
was inspired by the sparkling élan brought by the new Franciscan order that settled in Bruges in 1225 – when Francis of Assisi, the order’s
founder, was still alive. As Clare was canonized in 1255, the manuscript must date after that. This sumptuous Psalter was intended as a private

devotional book. Its rich illumination with lavish use of gold refers to a noble provenance, not to a destination within a monastic order
promulgating a life of poverty. The illuminator’s hand is found in only five other Psalters, all linked to Franciscan devotion. Each full-page
scene is painted on a gold background and set under a trefoil arch. All figures have lively gestures and beautiful faces with orange spots
emphasizing mouths and cheeks. The occupations of the months in the calendar present various tools, while each of the initials at the Psalm
divisions presents a male saint: an Apostle who sits on a so-called ‘zodenbank’; the first is St. Peter, identified by his key.

2 Biblia Latina with prologues by Saint Jerome. Manuscript on vellum, illuminated in England, Salisbury or Oxford (?), c. 1250-1260.
239 x 163 mm. 440 ff. This Bible with over 100 historiated and ornamental initials and a lavish use of gold was a luxury volume available
only to the wealthy. The lively repertory of ornamental elements of beasts, dragons, and human figures continues a continental tradition,
developed further in Oxford and Salisbury, since the 1230s. In some details of its textual organization, the book shows a stage of transition.
Its script is small, yet readable throughout and its exuberant illumination finds counterparts in other English codices.

3 Royal Psalter Group Bible. Manuscript on vellum, illuminated by the Royal Psalter Group. France, Paris, after c. 1260-1270. 343 x 245 mm.
457 ff. 79 decorated and 83 historiated initials, usually with very elegant marginal extensions, often including dragons and hybrid figures.
Dating from what is known as the heyday of didactic works, this is an extremely fine Bible, illuminated by artists working for the royal court in
Paris. The refined illustrations emanate a predilection for narrative details, conveying harmony and movement and reflecting great coherence.
The frequent occurrence of small fleurs-de-lys topping staffs and sceptres may be indicative of the patron.

4 Gallimard Book of Hours. Manuscript on vellum, illuminated by the Harvard Hannibal Master, the Talbot Master, and a later Parisian
artist. France, Paris, c. 1415-1425. 185 x 130 mm. 242 ff. 2 historiated initials, 22 (of 31?) miniatures. 16th-century French brown morocco
binding. This outstanding prayer book has a calendar and Offices of the Virgin and the Dead written for Paris use. The miniatures have been
executed by three Parisian masters. The Talbot Master, however, moved on to Rouen later in his career. The miniature at hand shows St.
Mark the Evangelist dressed like an Old Testament prophet, in a beautifully designed interior, reading from an open book on his lectern.

5 Fauquier Book of Hours, use of Besançon. Manuscript on vellum, in Latin and French, illuminated by the Master of Walters 219 and an
artist from the circle of the Master of the Collins Hours. France, Besançon and Amiens (?), c. 1420-1440. 180 x 130 mm. 137 ff., complete.
With 13 miniatures of exceptional quality, rich in iconography, and subtle in colours, this amazing book only just resurfaced after having
disappeared from the public eye more than 50 years ago. It was apparently made for a member of the Fauquier family in Besançon, however,
the two illuminators who are responsible for the illustration were both itinerant artists. The Master of W. 219 originally came from Italy and

contributed two miniatures, both shown here. Even for his standards, he demonstrates an unrivalled penchant for detail and narration in our
two compositions. The backdrop of the Resurrection of Lazarus, where various entertaining activities painted in minute detail take place, is
especially noteworthy. The second artist seems to come from the North of France, from the region of Amiens. He shows a close relationship
to the Master of the Collins Hours and to the Mansel Master. How these two diverse, extraordinary characters met remains an enigma.
A stunning artwork like this provides a profound and surprising insight into the intricate relationships among French book illuminators.

6 Caius Iulius Solinus, Collectanea rerum memorabilium… Manuscript on vellum, likely written by Giovanni Marco Cinico, illuminated by
Cola Rapicano for Ferdinand I of Aragon, King of Naples (1423-1494). Italy, Naples, c. 1475. 243 x 165 mm. 189 ff., complete. 51 large white
vine initials, 2 foliate borders (1 with coat of arms). Solinus’ compilation of geographical knowledge was used for over a millennium. This fine,
beautiful book was made without sparing material. On the opening page, two symbolic devices show a sunset erupting over water (referring
to the author’s name?) and a wooden instrument: a nautical cross staff (balastella), first described by Gersonides (1288-1344).

7 Octovien de Saint-Gelais, Epistres d’Ovide and three more poems composed at the King’s court. Manuscript on vellum, illuminated by the
Master of the Chronique scandaleuse. France, Paris, c. 1493. 265 x 190 mm. 59 ff., complete. 8 full-page illuminations, some with narrative
borders. This outstanding work represents five of Ovid’s letters, written by unfortunate women of mythology to their unfaithful husbands or
lovers. It was created as a dedication copy for Anne de Bretagne, Queen of France. Her portrait is given on f. 55r. The text had been augmented
with three poems about the fate of the court lady Madame de Balsac and her unnamed lover, who may have been the king himself.

8 Decorated initial L, celebrating the Feast of All Saints. On a leaf from a Psalter-Breviary manuscript on vellum. North-Eastern France,
diocese Noyon (likely Cistercian?), c. 1125-1175. 410 x 249 mm.The imposing, decorated initial L signals the opening of a sermon attributed to
Ps. Bede Venerabilis. The large surface is filled with powerful vines and lavish foliage in the same colours, among which figures frolic. This is
a beautiful, early leaf from a Psalter-Breviary, with sister leaves that are preserved in New York’s Morgan Library (ms. M.505) and in a Swiss
private collection. Its text and music celebrate the feasts of St. Quentin (31 October) and of All Saints (1 November).

9 Virgin and Child in a historiated initial C. Cutting from a Dominican Antiphonal on vellum. Northern Italy, Friuli (?), c. 1310-1320.
187 x 157 mm. The initial C introduces the “Cum in ducerent puerum Jesum” for the Purification feast. Mary is framed by a pale rose cloth of
honour. Her contour merges with the Child’s into one silhouette, emphasizing their union. Christ raises a hand in a blessing gesture. His tunic
matches the pale rose of the letter C’s body. The strongest colour – besides Mary’s red dress – is the initial’s background in dark blue with a
semé of tiny white flowers. Twenty companion leaves from this manuscript in public and private collections are known so far.

10 Resurrection of Christ in a historiated initial R. Single leaf from an Antiphonal on vellum, possibly illuminated in the circle of the
Franciscan monk Fra Antonio da Monza. Italy, Lombardy, c. 1500. 620 x 409 mm. This impressive composition shows Christ in a mauve
shroud matching the marble sarcophagus. The Saviour has just risen from his grave and holds the rood as a sign of his triumph over death.
Two of the sentinels who guard the sepulchre are taken by surprise and look stunned; a third has either fainted or is still asleep in front of the
grave. A richly adorned border with portraits of saints, evangelists, putti, and Renaissance ornaments surrounds the composition.

11 Nativity, in a historiated initial H. Leaf from an Antiphonal on vellum. France, Tournai, c. 1400-1410. 513 x 340 mm. The leaf contains
the responsory chant for Matins, the morning office on Christmas Day. The Nativity is shown in a modest wooden shed against a delicately
tooled, golden background. Adored by his parents, the new-born baby lies on a white cloth surrounded by grass. Joseph’s expressive face
shows the hand of a talented artist. He likely worked in the region of Tournai, a flourishing town between Ghent and Valenciennes, c. 13851415. An origin in a French-speaking town is supported by the instructions to the illuminator in French, as noted on known sister leaves.

12 Adoration of the Magi. Miniature with full border on vellum, illuminated by the Dunois Master’s workshop. France, Paris, c. 1440.
193 x 145 mm. Scholars agree that this leaf from a Book of Hours exceeds the quality of the Dunois Master’s usual illuminations. Moreover,
it is very unusual for a Paris Book of Hours to have no text field below the image or to leave the rear of the leaf blank. This speciality points
more to Flemish work. The recent provenance of our leaf, however, is Spanish. It would be conceivable that the manuscript was made either
for a Flemish or Spanish patron, since these two regions were closely economically and politically connected in the 15th century.

13 Presentation in the Temple. Miniature with full border on vellum, illuminated by the Dunois Master’s workshop. France, Paris, c. 1440.
193 x 145 mm. This leaf comes from the same Book of Hours as the previous leaf and it is of identical, stunning quality. Here, the formerly
blind priest Simon holds the Child tenderly in his covered hands. The little boy clings affectionally to the old priest’s neck – an extraordinary
narrative detail. Two bystanders attend the sacred scene: the usual maid with the sacrificial candle and a luxuriously garbed man who looks
directly, almost provocatively, at the beholder and even seems to gesture with his hand. This could be a portrait of the patron.

14 Johannes de Turrecremata, Meditationes seu contemplationes devotissimae. [Mainz]: Johann Numeister, 3 September 1479. Fourth
illustrated edition, the first with metalcuts. 264 x 195 mm. 48 ff. (1 supplied in facsimile in 1879), paper. 34 metalcut illustrations within
ornamental frames of almost half-page size (1 full-page without frame). This rare work is the first illustrated book printed in Mainz.
Moreover, the use of metalcuts instead of the common woodcut illustration is extraordinary, as this technique is generally rare in German
book illustration. The images are based on a – now lost – picture cycle of frescoes, which Turrecremata had commissioned himself, in Rome.

15 Robertus Valturius, Opera de facti e praecepti militari. Verona: Boninus de Boninis, 17 February 1483. First edition in Italian, translation
by Paolo Ramusio. 310 x 208 mm. 313 ff., paper. 96 woodcuts. Written on behalf of the ruler of Rimini, Sigismondo Malatesta, this famous work
on warfare and military technique was, in its first edition (in Latin: De re militari, 1472), the earliest printed book with technical illustrations.
The present Italian edition is the first technical treatise in the vernacular. The magnificent woodcuts depict military equipment, such as siege
towers, battering rams, war chariots, cross-bows, cannons, armed galleys, pontoons, and a paddle-wheeled submarine.

16 Theuerdank – Maximilian I, Die … geschichten des … helds und Ritters Tewrdannckhs. Edited by Melchior Pfintzing. “Nürnberg”
[Augsburg]: Johann Schönsperger, 1 March 1517. First edition. 362 x 247 mm. 289 ff., vellum. Xylographic title, 118 woodcuts, all with fine
contemporary colouring, highlighted with gold and silver. This allegorical epic poem celebrates the feats of Emperor Maximilian (Theuerdank)
on his journey to win his bride, Mary of Burgundy. It was drafted by the emperor himself, printed with a specially designed calligraphic type,
and illustrated with woodcuts by well-known artists, such as Hans Schäufelein, Hans Burgkmair, and others. (see also back page)

17 Sammelband. – Albrecht Dürer, I. Underweysung der messung ... Nuremberg: [Hieronymus Andreae], 1525. II. Etliche underricht,
zu befestigung der Stett ... Nuremberg: Hieronymus Andreae, October 1527. III. Vier bücher von menschlicher Proportion. Nuremberg:
Hieronymus Andreae for Dürer’s widow, 31 October 1528. 307 x 204 mm. Three books bound in one volume: 89, 26, 138 leaves, altogether
more than 310 woodcut illustrations and diagrams, incl. folding extensions and fold-out sheets, and one additional large folding woodcut of a
siege. This important Sammelband includes the three ground-breaking books Dürer wrote toward the end of his life – here all in first editions.
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Theuerdank – Maximilian I, Die … geschichten des … helds und Ritters Tewrdannckhs. “Nürnberg” [Augsburg]: Johann Schönsperger, 1 March
1517. First edition. 362 x 247 mm. 289 ff., vellum. Xylographic title, 118 woodcuts by Hans Schäufelein, Leonhard Beck, Hans Burgkmair, and
others. Maximilian’s book was privately printed and not intended for sale; rather it was meant as a memorial. The present is a truly exceptional
copy of this masterpiece of woodcut illustration and typography: it is one of the rare copies printed on vellum and is further enhanced by an
outstanding illumination in intense colours with highlights in liquid gold and sliver (Fürstenkolorit). (see no. 16)

